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Abstract

STAR refers to the Solenoidal Tracking instrument At RHIC (the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider). For momenta above
500 MeV/c charged kaons are not separated from pions within STAR's Main TPC (Time Projection Chamber) by track den-
sity alone and they are poorly separated below 500 MeW c, even when using information from other sources like the vertex

tracker. Within the TPC large numbers of kaons and pions decay into muons (and undetected neutrinos). Earlier work has
shown parent pions and kaons whose decays are detected withina TPC may be distinguished uniquely from each other ina
two-dimensional plot of muon-emission angle versus momentum difference (between each parent meson and its decay muon).
Since pions and kaons have zero spin, each muon decay-product emerges isotropically in its parent meson's rest frame.
Identification ofparticle type provides the parent meson's rest mass and, thus, its total energy. This means the measurement of
each decay event is kinematically complete. Thus, Lorentz Transformations may be used to transform each component of the
decaying muon's laboratory four-momentum into the "rest frame" of its parent meson, where the muon decay is isotropic. An
aggregated plot of muon directions from many "parent rest frames" willbe isotropic ineach (selected) sub-volume of the TPC
unless there is a problem within the TPC or in its tracking algorithms. Continuous monitoring of a TPC is possible using this
subset of detected charged particles.

Introduction

Previous work using muon decays of pions and kaons
(Braithwaite and Braithwaite, 1997b) has shown that by
using relativistic kinematics alone (Braithwaite, 1972) parent
pions and kaons whose decays are detected within a TPC
(Time Projection Chamber) may be distinguished uniquely
from each other. This separation is accomplished using a 2-
Dplot of observables within the TPC: muon-emission angle
versus momentum difference (between parent meson and
muon). This previous work was predicated on even earlier
work (Climer et al., 1996) where mapping STAR's TPC for
acceptance and efficiency was suggested using parent kaons.
What was missing from this earlier work was a feasibility
study of the expected quality of the separation ofkaons from
the much more prevalent pions using the relativistic kine-
matics of muon decays.

Uniquely identifying kaons and counting them mea-
sures the amount of strangeness production occurring in
each central collision between two ultrarelativistic nuclei;
kaon production is a direct measure of strangeness pro-
duction as kaons are singly strange. This method for mea-
suring strangeness production using charged kaon decay

complements measurements of neutral kaon decay within
a microTPC designed to be the component detector
located closest to the collider vertex for ultra-relativistic
nucleus-nucleus collisions (Braithwaite and Braithwaite,
1997a).

Despite the importance of measuring strangeness pro-
duction as one signature of the onset of the Quark Gluon
Plasma (Harris and Miiller,1996), the present work con-
centrates on a new approach to mapping STAR's Main
TPC (Sauli, 1987) for acceptance and efficiency as a func-
tion of position within the TPC, using both kaons and
pions. For each parent meson, the spin = 0 description of
the quantum ground state requires the direction of each
muon decay to be isotropic in its parent meson's rest
frame. As outlined below, this feature of isotropic decay,
due to the decaying pions and kaons being spin = 0
mesons, provides a new dimension in the monitoring of
STAR's Main TPC.

Materials and Methods

"Kinematic trajectories" for meson decays cluster into
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Fig. 1. Both pions and kaons decay isotropically in their respective rest frames. Each muon and unobserved neutrino has an
equal but opposite 3 momentum value in the COM (center of momentum) frame, which is also the parent's rest frame.

Results and Discussion
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Fig. 2. Conservation of total-energy in the COM Frame predicts a constant "length" for the muon's 3-momentum. This 3-
momentum vector points with equal probability inall (6, ty) directions in the COM Frame.
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